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40kW roof mount installation

Location:  Pinjarra, WA

Completed: October 2014

System size:  40kW

Roof Fixing Method: Flush Mounted 15 Degree pitch

Products:    - 160 x 250W ReneSola panels
     - 2 x 15kW Fronius Symo inverters

Annual Energy Production:  63.3 MWh approximately

Annual Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction:   
55.09  Tonnes CO2 e (CO2 equivalent)

Case Study - Galloway Engines, Pinjarra - 40kW 

Galloway Engines is a family run business operated  
by a father and son team. Laurie Galloway started the 
business in 1978, and it has been at the forefront of  
precision engine machining and complete engine  
reconditioning ever since, with its modern plant and 
equipment. Their large workshop focuses on every aspect 
of engine reconditioning from performance and racing,  
industrial, agriculture and mining, classic and vintage  
vehicles to original and warranty work. There is a large 
cost in powering the plant and equipment.

Laurie contacted Solargain through our Commercial  
website in April 2014. Within a few weeks of consultation 
we had provided Laurie and David with a comprehensive 
proposal, showing the designs of both a 30kWp and of a 
‘table-topped’ 30kW inverter capacity system with 40kWp 
capacity of panels, calculated annual benefits, return on 
investment and estimated payback times on systems  
designed to their requirements.

Solargain also worked in conjunction with Galloways to  
allow for re-sheeting of the roof before the installation of 
the solar PV. With plenty of roof space available, it was 
easy to design a system keeping clear of any shading  
issues around vents and skylights.  This allows David 
and the team to operate the business well into the future  
without a need to maintain the older tin roof in later years. 

Although the system has only been installed for a  
short time, it has proven to be cutting the bills  
substantially for Galloway Engines in line with Solargain’s 
original calculations. 

With savings on energy bills compared with similar times 
in the previous year of between 65% and 80%, this has 
also allowed the company to drop down to a lower elec-
tricity tariff rate, thus saving even more than they would 
have with solar energy offset alone.

The solar PV system comprises of 160 x 250W  
Renesola panels and 2 x 15kW Fronius Symo  
inverters with Fronius Solar Web monitoring via WiFi. This  
monitoring can be accessed anywhere in the world on 
PC or mobile device by David or Laurie.  The system is 
split evenly across the east and west roofs and is flush 
mounted. 

Project Overview
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“ I have been watching the Fronius Web feed and have been very impressed with the  
power we are making. (The rainy weather fell on Saturday and Sunday which suited our 
power usage needs just fine). Now the system is up and running I was very impressed  
with the way in which Solargain went about promoting and selling their product. The efforts 
of Solargain to accurately predict the benefits of the system before we committed is to be  
commended. The installers were efficient, organised and understanding in working around 
our staff during working hours. Thanks again.”

David Galloway - Business Owner
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Snippet taken of Fronius Solar Web monitoring 

home page for Galloway Engines showing current 

power (kW) as well as total kWh production for the 

day so far. Being able to introduce one’s own tariff 

into this software allows savings in dollars to be 

shown in real time as well.

 www.facebook.com/Galloway.Engines


